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Term Explanation 
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EXECUTIVE Summary 

 

This deliverable explains what elements are necessary to perform navigation operations in a forest 
roads dataset, in terms of topology and fields (in particular defining the roads’ speed limits for the 
calculation of access time). The goal is to be able to use forest roads by different vehicles and to 
have a route calculation adapted to each type of vehicle. 

A set of rules is defined to be applied to any forest roads dataset to perform navigation operations. 
These rules focus on defining the speed of circulation for each category of road and each type of 
vehicle, eventually depending on other criteria. 

This deliverable explains how these rules have been set and gives a table with these rules, ready to 
be applied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The currently available road datasets used for navigation often not include (or only partially) forest 
roads. Moreover, the speed data is valid only for light vehicles.  

The goal of this task in FORCIP+ project is to define rules for navigation operations in a forest road 
dataset, for different firefighting vehicles. 

The previous tasks have defined 3 vehicle types (V1, V2, V3) and 3 firefighting traffic capacity (FTC1, 
FTC2, FTC3) roads. The road datasets used in the frame of the project also distinguish “public roads” 
(which are in general available in traditional road datasets) and “inventory roads” (which are the 
forest roads documented by the project, usually missing in traditional datasets).  

The intersection of these different categories will be the minimum basis of distinction for 
establishing rules, which will be possible to refine by introducing other criteria. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 

 

The following two concepts have been defined in other deliverables but as it is the entry key of the 
rules it seems useful to make a quick reference:  

 

2.1. Vehicle levels 

The vehicle classification is addressed in deliverable D.2.2: Analysis of fire forest emergencies 
requirements, annex 1 and in deliverable D3.1: Good practice report: Building and maintenance. 
Therefore we get the connection between vehicles and the roads they can access. 

Taking into account the 5 vehicles levels (annex 1, D.2.2) it is possible to sum up: 

 V1 – 1st order: includes vehicle level 4 and 5 (heavy trucks > 15 T) 

 V2 – 2nd order: includes vehicle level 2 and 3 (light and medium firefighting trucks > 3.5 T) 

 V3 – 3rd order: includes vehicle level 1 (light vehicles  < 3.5 T) 

These 3 levels will be used in the present deliverable. 

 

2.2. Firefighting Traffic Capacity 

The roads have been classified in 3 firefighting traffic capacity (FTC1, FTC2, FTC3) according to the 
data model schema defined in deliverable D2.3. 

Definition from deliverable D2.3: Firefighting traffic capacity refers to the capacity of the road to 
support different kinds of traffic. In conventional roads it is presumed that all types of vehicle can 
use them, but due to the specific characteristics of this network it is easy to find roads where only 
certain ground means are capable to go through them. This classification addresses this issue. 

In order to get the different values for FTC attribute we established a definition for each level of 
traffic capacity .The following table contains the definition for each one: 

  Structural parameters Infrastructure associated parameters 

Vehicle 
capacity 

 
Passing areas U_Turn Place 

FTC1 
Forest roads which allow all kind of 
firefighting vehicles (gondola included) to 
drive along them.  

When needed  
At the 
road/segment end 
(dimensioned to all  
types of vehicles) 
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FTC2 
Forest roads which allow suppression 
trucks (loaded with water) to drive along 
them. These include vehicle classes V2 
and V3 (see below). 

When needed  

At the 
road/segment end 
(dimensioned to 
suppression trucks 
6-7 m length) 

FTC3 Other characteristics allowing at least a light firefighting vehicle to drive on it. Only 
vehicles of V3 class can drive along them. 

NOTE: The presence of bottle necks (limitation of weight, height, width, difficulties to access) will 
make the road (or stretch) drop in the classification until the level of vehicles involved can use it. 

Figure 1: table of definition of firefighting traffic capacity. 
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3. NEEDS FOR A DATASET SUITABLE FOR NAVIGATION 

To make the dataset suitable to perform navigation operations there are 2 requirements:  

1. respect some topology rules 
2. it is necessary for each section of road to define if a category of vehicle can circulate 

there (access) and at what speed. 

 

3.1. Topology 

It is imperative that the dataset complies with arc-node structure (Figure 2 reference to D2.3 data 
model) 

Connectivity is defined through arc-node structure. Each arc is defined by two endpoints: the from-
node indicating where the arc begins and a to-node indicating where it ends. Connection is 
determined by common nodes, if they share a common node it will be possible to turn in this point 
and travel along the other segment. On the contrary, if they do not share a common node it will 
mean that are in different levels.  

The basic unit of inventory has been set on the basis of a specific attribute (FTC), this way, a change 
in the value of this attribute will determine the end of the road segment and a node will be placed.   

 

 

In this case, arcs 1, 2 and 3 are connected since they share a common node. 

Figure 2: illustration of arc-node topology. 

 

3.2. Access 

Access rules have been defined in the firefighting traffic capacity definition: 

 FTC1 : all categories of vehicle 

 FTC2 : only V2 and V3 

 FTC3 : only V3 
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3.3. Speed 

Speed is the key element. Depending on many criteria each road segment has a different travel 
time. 

Ideally the best dataset would be one integrating real travel time defined by field measurements. 
In order to avoid costly measurements the aim of the present work is to define some rules allowing 
to assign an average travel time to all roads.  

The current work is based on the assignment of average speed along a road segment. As a result 
since the length of the road is known the travel time is computed automatically. 

The results will be given in average speed in km/h. 
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4. WORK ON RULES FOR SPEED 
 

4.1. First statistical analysis for V3 vehicles in France 

 

A first cartographic and statistical analysis has been 
made on the test area (over 56,000 position points) => 

The first results give an average speed for each category 
(Figure 4) but a closer look in the results and the 
calculation of an average speed per road (Figure 5) 
reveals a strong heterogeneity inside the same 
category, mainly in public roads. So this first analysis is 
not enough to define accurate rules for navigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: data positions on the test area. 

Figure 4: histogram of speeds and table of average speed on the test area. 
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Figure 5: histogram of average speed per road. 

4.2. Deeper statistical analysis for V3 vehicles in France 

In order to improve the statistical value of the results a larger sample of position data available for 
other provinces was analysed. The road datasets used in these province are not using the FORCIP+ 
model but a mapping of the existing categories to the used model was performed according to 
Figure 6:   

 

Figure 6 Correspondence between French classification and FORCIP+ classification 

The first test on a larger dataset has been performed on the Alpes-de-Hautes-Provence province 
dataset:   
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Figure 7: second dataset used for statistical analysis. 

This larger dataset is made of 3,398 segment of road with position data. The segments of a same 
road are the ones included from an intersection to another. Among these segments, 529 segments 
with a length under 100m have not been taken into account because of perturbing results. In fact, 
depending on their position along the road, these short segment can be characterized by 
acceleration or deceleration phase. It can be noticed that at the speed of 26km/h which is the 
general average speed regarding all roads the travel time to run 100m is only 13s so at the 
considered scale it is not pertinent to analyse speed data on such short segments. 

By analysing the results provided by the following histograms, it is evident that the distinction 
between the FTC categories (even if only segments with a length over 100m are considered) is not 
consistent. 
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Figure 8 and 8b: histograms of average speed according to FTC categories. 

If only the segments with a length over 100m are considered, a more detailed analysis on each FTC 
category is provided. 

The following results for the 76 FTC1 segments, which look quite homogeneous at the exception of 
a few extreme values, are obtained: 

 

Figure 9: histogram of average speed per segment for FTC1 category. 

If that extreme values are not considered in the analysis, the calculated average speed for the FTC1 
category is of 25km/h which is consistent with the average speeds per segment (Figure 10): 
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Figure 10: histogram of average speed per segment for FTC1 category after removing extreme values. 

By analysing the histograms for the 1,694 FTC2 segments (Figure 11) and the 1,099 FTC3 segments 
(Figure 12) a strong heterogeneity is observed, which reveals that the average speed for these 
categories is not really consistent and that other criteria must be taken into account to explain the 
variation of speed per segment. 

 

Figure 11: histogram of average speed per segment for FTC2 category. 
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Figure 12: histogram of average speed per segment for FTC3 category. 
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4.3. Introduction of new criteria 

4.3.1. Slope 

Intuitively the first criteria to test is the slope. 

Using a DTM in the GIS at each segment the mean of the average slopes from each pixel crossed by 
the segment was assigned. According to the following figure the average slope for a pixel is the 
mean of the slopes calculated from the difference of altitude between this pixel and each one of 
the 8 pixels surrounding it.  

 

 

Figure 13: definition of average slope for a pixel. 

(source: http://www.innovativegis.com/basis/mapanalysis/topic11/topic11.htm where precise 
explanations about slopes can be found) 

Unfortunately the following plot (Figure 14) showing all segments with a length over than 100m 
and belonging to FTC2 or FTC3 category, doesn’t reveal a simple relation between slope and 
average speed of each segment. 

 

http://www.innovativegis.com/basis/mapanalysis/topic11/topic11.htm
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Figure 14: graphic showing relation between average speed and slope. 

Two obvious explanations can be given for the absence of a simple relation: 

1. The fact that the direction of the vehicle during the run of the segment is unknown. Obviously 
the speed must be higher when going down the slope than when going up. 

2. The slope data used is maybe not the appropriate one and we should make further analysis 
using the longitudinal slope (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 definition of longitudinal slope. 

Longitudinal slope is the mean of the 2 slopes calculated from the difference of 
altitude between this pixel and the pixels connected by the road. For example 
(if the width of the pixel is 328) for the blue segment LS = ((2332-2262)/328 + 
(2262-2167)/328 ) / 2 = 25% and for the red segment LS = ( (2336-2262)/328 + 
(2262-2108)/328 ) / 2 = 35% 

These results must be compared with the average slope for this pixel which is 
29% (Figure 13) 
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4.3.2. Planimetric sinuosity 

This notion should also be discriminant as it tracks the presence of curves that must make the speed 
lower. It is calculated by comparing the real length (RL) of a segment and the direct length (DL) by 
the straight line formed between its 2 extremities. 

 

Figure 16: real length and direct length. 

Different sources give different formulas for this sinuosity ratio (SR):  

https://www6.inra.fr/cahier_des_techniques/content/download/3280/31761/version/1/file/41_
Hilal_Odomatrix.pdf. : SR = 100 x (RL – DL)/DL. Expressed in %. Range from 0 (straight) to infinite 
(extremely sinuous). This source give as indication that roads are considered sinuous when this SR 
is over 30%. 

http://analisisterritoriales.blogspot.fr/2009/10/analisis-de-la-sinuosidad-de-una-red-de.html?m=1 
: SR = (RL - DL) / (RL + DL). Range from 0 (straight) to 1 (extremely sinuous). No indication for classes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinuosity : SR = RL/DL. Range from 1 (straight) to infinite (extremely 
sinuous). Many other sources give this formula, mainly for characterizing rivers in hydrogeology. 
We will retain this formula as it is the most simple and as there are many references for classes, 
quite coherent between each other and that could be synthesized by the figure below:  

 

Figure 17: classes for sinuosity ratio. 

The following plot (Figure 18) showing all segments with length over than 100m and belonging to 
FTC2 or FTC3 category, doesn’t reveal any simple relation between planimetric sinuosity and 
average speed of each segment. 

RL 

DL 

https://www6.inra.fr/cahier_des_techniques/content/download/3280/31761/version/1/file/41_Hilal_Odomatrix.pdf
https://www6.inra.fr/cahier_des_techniques/content/download/3280/31761/version/1/file/41_Hilal_Odomatrix.pdf
http://analisisterritoriales.blogspot.fr/2009/10/analisis-de-la-sinuosidad-de-una-red-de.html?m=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinuosity
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Figure 18: graphic showing relation between average speed and sinuosity ratio. 

4.3.3. Altitude range 

Another analysis was made by comparing the average speed to the altitude range (difference 
between altitude max and altitude min) but also no more simple relation was revealed. A possible 
explanation the test failure is the fact that the direction of the vehicle run of the segment is not 
known. 

 

Figure 19: illustration of altitude range. 
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Figure 20: graphic showing relation between average speed and altitude range. 

 

4.3.4. Altimetric sinuosity 

The last investigation is based on the notion of altimetric sinuosity = (RL-PL)/PL, where PL = 
planimetric length and RL = real length. Its value tends to 0 for a flat terrain, but once again no 
evident result was achieved. 

 

Figure 21: definition of altimetric sinuosity. 
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Figure 22: graphic showing relation between average speed and altimetric sinuosity. 

 

4.3.5. Conclusion on this new criteria tested 

These criteria provide interesting results but the first analysis didn’t reveal any simple relations. In 
the frame of this deliverable we won’t be able to conduct more analysis but it would be interesting 
to test an adaptation of these criteria (as longitudinal slope) or combinations of these criteria.  

Another way of improvement is to check the quality of the speed data and the category data. The 
analysis of the data will continue during the project’s lifetime and if conclusive results are produced 
the will delivered as an addendum. 
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4.4. Adaptation of rules for V2 and V1 vehicles 

4.4.1. Measurements in France 

In 2016 measurements have been made on different segments from the pilot area with a V2 
firefighting truck (French CCFM truck with 4000L of water). The truck was driving along the 
segments and was followed by GPS and camera. 

As these measurements have been made on segments for which we have speed data for V1 
vehicles, it allows us to define a ratio between V2 speed and V1 speed, which could be reproducible 
and extended to the rest of the data. 

   

Figure 23: V2 firefighting truck circulating on FTC2 road (left) and FTC1 road (right). 

 

Figure 24: example of detailed results for the first campaign of measures. 
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In 2017 a second campaign of measurements has been realized, using once again a V2 firefighting 
truck (this time a French light CCFM with 200L of water). This time we used the same tablet with 
the geolocalisation application as we used in pick-up V3 vehicles in order to apply the same 
methodology that lead us to the results of section 4.3. 

 

 

 

Figure 26: position data obtained during the second campaign of measures (on French pilot area) 

Figure 25: V2 firefighting truck used for the second campaign of measures. 
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The synthesis of the results from the 2 campaigns, compared to the results obtained for pick-up, 
are shown in the following table. As some measures have been made on the same roads with the 
2 V2 trucks the achieved results are quite consistent. 

If we consider the ratio between light truck speed and pick-up speed (Figure 27, Figure 28, Figure 
29), consistent results are produced: regarding public roads the difference of speed is not 
important, on forest roads V2 vehicles drive on average only at around 70% of the speed of V3 
vehicles, independently of the FTC category. 
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Figure 27: table of results for comparison between light trucks and pick-up 

road type FTC road name Length
pick-up 

avgspeed

light truck 2000 

avgspeed

light truck 4000 

avgspeed

ratio light 

truck/pickup

INVENTORY FTC1 BAREME 1585.12 33.60 20.62 0.61

INVENTORY FTC1 LUB V26 2739.75 21.03 16.44 16.37 0.78

INVENTORY FTC1 LUB V12 1054.44 23.79 15.90 0.67

INVENTORY FTC2 SAINT-MARTIN 2084.39 23.12 18.06 0.78

INVENTORY FTC2 FOURNIGUES 368.47 22.12 17.30 0.78

INVENTORY FTC2 MAISON ROSE 22.46 18.26 0.81

INVENTORY FTC2 TUILIERE 1156.16 20.38 17.25 0.85

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V14 2927.62 17.25 16.56 0.96

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V15 954.55 20.65 15.58 0.75

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V31 2715.26 17.78 14.56 0.82

INVENTORY FTC2 CHE DE SAINT-MARTIN LES EAUX 1229.78 22.42 13.97 0.62

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V09 1685.64 19.49 14.14 15.83 0.73

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V26 671.72 21.57 13.64 0.63

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V12 3521.39 20.59 15.37 11.06 0.75

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V21 2249.68 17.57 12.78 13.68 0.73

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V22 1314.84 15.74 12.56 0.80

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V16 719.95 20.25 12.22 0.60

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V23 1431.72 14.91 12.00 0.80

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V24 2179.30 21.54 12.81 0.59

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V25 3044.34 16.40 13.39 0.82

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V08 965.69 23.05 11.17 0.48

INVENTORY FTC2 LUB V17 812.45 15.08 10.19 10.08 0.68

INVENTORY FTC2 MARCAUD 2569.40 15.17 9.54 0.63

PUBLIC FTC1 D105 1864.96 42.98 36.52 0.85

PUBLIC FTC1 D505 1489.68 34.82 30.45 0.87

PUBLIC FTC1 D4096 7409.83 40.76 45.31 1.11

PUBLIC FTC1 D907 5085.80 46.13 40.48 0.88

PUBLIC FTC1 MTE DE SAINT-MARTIN-LES-EAUX 263.49 31.44 28.00 0.89

PUBLIC FTC1 MTE DE SAINTE-ROUSTAGNE 551.04 25.22 18.36 0.73

PUBLIC FTC1 AV DE L'ARGILE 428.87 33.26 25.24 0.76

PUBLIC FTC1 CHE DE SAINTE-ROUSTAGNE 1913.06 27.81 23.30 0.84

PUBLIC FTC1 ZA LA CARRETIERE 771.28 21.10 19.32 0.92

PUBLIC FTC1 CHE DE PIETRAMAL 298.06 23.49 22.29 0.95

PUBLIC FTC1 RTE DE GEOSEL 791.52 36.97 22.20 0.60

PUBLIC FTC1 BD JEAN GIONO 458.19 23.64 19.96 0.84

PUBLIC FTC1  ACCES LUB V24 125.28 23.64 18.75 0.79

PUBLIC FTC1 BD ERNEST ESCLANGON 182.52 24.57 18.75 0.76

PUBLIC FTC1 AV GEORGES POMPIDOU 767.13 27.65 29.39 1.06

PUBLIC FTC1 AV JEAN MOULIN 478.85 34.01 23.94 0.70

PUBLIC FTC1 CHE SAINT-JEAN 453.02 23.26 18.00 0.77

PUBLIC FTC1 AV JOSEPH ROUMANILLE 219.29 22.80 18.63 0.82

PUBLIC FTC1 PL MARTIN BRET 88.46 19.04 12.00 0.63

PUBLIC FTC1 ALL ALPHONSE DAUDET 23.09 20.55 8.00 0.39

PUBLIC FTC2 D5 3730.38 34.64 28.07 0.81
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Figure 28: comparison between light truck and pick-up speed : mean average speed and ratio per road category 

 

 

Figure 29: histogram of ration between light truck and pick-up average speed 

 

4.4.2. Measurements in Spain 

Some speed measurements have also been realized in the province of Soria. 

These measurements have been made with V2 light firefighting trucks with a tank capacity ranging 
from 3500 to 4000 L, by recording their instantaneous speed from geo-tracking devices then 
calculating an average speed for each forest road (same methodology as in France). 

The analysis is still in progress but the first results (Figure 32) show a mean average speed of 19 
km/h (independent from road TFC category). This result is consistent with the French results: it 

road type Length (m)
pick-up 

avgspeed

light truck 

avgspeed

ratio light 

truck/pickup

INVENTORY 37 982          19.70 14.46 0.73

FTC1 5 379            25.28 17.57 0.69

FTC2 32 602          18.78 13.94 0.74

PUBLIC 27 394          37.00 34.10 0.92

FTC1 23 663          35.97 35.06 0.97

FTC2 3 730            34.64 28.07 0.81

all roads 65 376         31.22 22.69 0.73
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estimates a higher speed but no that much. Considering that the roads on which the test has been 
implemented in France have an average speed for pick-up lower than the general mean the 
difference is the same (19.7 km/h on French test area against 25 km/h on all French province for 
pick-up = 0.78 ; 14.5 km/h for light trucks on French test area against 19 km/h for light trucks on all 
Soria province  = 0.76). 

 

Figure 30: V2 firefighting truck used for speed measures in Spain 

  

Figure 31: histogram of results for speed measures in spain. 
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5. FINAL RESULT: TABLE OF RULES 
 

The aim of the work undertaken in this task and of this deliverable was to give some precise rules 
applicable to any forest road dataset that would have been synthesized in the template below:  

road category other criteria 
vehicle level 

V1 V2 V3 

FOREST FTC1 
      

      

FOREST FTC2 
      

      

FOREST FTC3 
      

        

 Figure 32: Rule presentation table template 

Unfortunately we couldn’t manage to obtain such detailed rules. The main results are still useful:  

- before this investigation we used by default to consider that the circulation speed for a pick-up 
(V3 vehicle) on a forest road was around 40 km/h, the results of this investigation showed that it 
was much overestimated. Even if we can’t determine a difference between categories, and we can’t 
give rules to explain the heterogeneity of the speeds observed, we can at least assert that the 
average speed for V3 vehicles on forest roads is of 25km/h. 

- on forest roads V2 vehicles drive in average only at around 70% of the speed of V3 vehicles, 
independently of the FTC category 

Since there are no results for V1 vehicles, we can assume that the difference is the same between 
V1 and V2 as between V2 and V3 (only a hypothesis to be further confirmed). 

Using the current results and hypothesis in a table, the final results of this deliverable are shown 
on Figure 33. 

The rule table could be improved by further work following some ideas raised in this deliverable or 
new ones. That will be implemented and will be the object of further publication, either in the frame 
of the project as an extra deliverable or out of the project but as it will be in the follow-up  of the 
project it will be of course shared with the partners and the EC. These conclusions are very 
interesting and in cases overall the current practices. However, it should be noted that these 
conclusions are primary and result from the research contacted up to this point. Due to the 
importance of these conclusions and the unexpected impact that this research may have on the 
general practices in the various countries, the consortium contacts further and more detailed 
analysis and develop pilot studies, far beyond the strict requirements of the project, in order to 
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reach to more concrete conclusions. Hopefully, this may result to scientifically useful and 
publishable work. 

road category 
vehicle level 

V1 V2 V3 

FOREST FTC1 13 18 25 

FOREST FTC2 
 

18 25 

FOREST FTC3 
  

25 

Figure 33: current rule table 
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